
 

Out of Bounds – Father Padilla Park - Discs Unlimited Open 
Questions? Call Dennis 785-366-0185 or Rob 785-366-6676 

 
Please Note: HOUSE RULES  
General: Where roads are lined with boulders, imaginary OB line shall be drawn connecting the road-side edge of the 
boulders. Where boulders aren’t present along roads, OB is determined by paved portion of road. Spring ravine is 
always casual. Sidewalks are safe.  
 
Hole # 1: Mandatory: Stay left of tree with arrow painted on it. Drop zone located next to mandatory if needed. Inside Playground 
perimeter is OB. Anything on or across road is OB. Spring ravine beyond basket is casual.  
 
Hole # 2: Water on left and beyond is OB. Road on right and beyond is OB. Triangle Island is OB since it’s surrounded by road. 

 
Hole # 3: Tee off by park bench on west side of pond. Creek & beyond is OB. Concrete spillway is OB. Any disc that lands in pond 
water. Re-tee or go to drop zone, not where it left inbounds.  
 
Hole # 4: Tee is in Bart’s yard. Walk around path past the park bench & follow arrows to tee. Discs have to land safely between 
water and the road. Any discs on or across road OB. Any disc in the water on drive, go to drop zone north of big bridge. On or 
across road behind basket beyond the 1st rock border is OB. Go to drop zone. Leaners on curb are OB. Sidewalk safe. Any disc that 
lands OB, play from drop zone. If disc that goes OB on a putt attempt after landing safely south of the big bridge, play it where it 
went out.  
 
Hole # 5: Street on Left and beyond (including grass islands) is OB. Road into park is OB. Vietnam Memorial and cement sidewalks 
surrounding and leading up to it are OB. On top of bathroom building is OB. Brick sidewalk paralleling the street is safe.  
 
Hole # 6: Inside Playground perimeter is OB. Road and beyond is OB. Spring ravine is casual.  
 
Hole # 7: Playground is OB. Fenced-in yards are OB. Spring ravine is casual. Play discs that land under the walk bridge from side 
opposite the basket. Top of walk bridge is safe. Swing-set area is safe. Road past basket and beyond is OB.  
 
Hole # 8: Island shot – must land inside island or re-tee. If re-tee fails, go to drop zone. If drop zone fails, re-tee until you land inside.  
 
Hole # 9: Fenced-in residential yards are OB. All roads and beyond are OB.  
 
Hole # 10: All roads and beyond are OB. On top or inside Gazebo is OB. OB line marked behind basket.  
 
Hole # 11: All water is OB. Road beyond and between rocks is OB.  
 
Hole # 12: Water on right and beyond is OB.  
 
Hole # 13: Any disc landing OUTSIDE the ballpark fence is OB. Fence is front of teepad. Must have a foot on or in front of painted 
line to release disc.  
 
Hole # 14: No OB on this hole, unless you throw in the creek.  
 
Hole # 15: Any disc landing INSIDE the ballpark fence is OB (including dugout). All roads are safe. Discs under  
bleachers – play where it lands.  
 
Hole # 16: Tee off on old RR right of way. No OB.  
 
Hole # 17: All roads are OB. Anything beyond the road behind and to the left of basket is OB.  
 
Hole # 18: Black-top road and beyond to right is OB. Inside ballpark fence is OB. The rock two-track road around outfield fence is 
safe. Only safe place to land is left of road. Play disc where it left inbounds or re-tee.  
 

 

 

LUNCH BREAK WILL BE AROUND 1:00 P.M. 


